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RECHARGEABLE TACTICAL FLASHLIGHT 
 
 
1. Description: 
 
The XL50-S3016 MAGLITE XL50 3x AAA LED Flashlight, in black, is designed and manufactured to 
the highest standards with premium quality materials to provide you with top-level 
performance and reliability. 

 

2. Features:  

With advanced features, it gives you the best results in many demanding conditions, such as 3 
MODES for two output levels, one for maximum brightness, the other for energy saving 
(High/Low) and also an emergency strobe mode. The next generation of MAG-LED technology is 
there too, for a whole new level of brightness and high intensity light beam. Featuring a sleek, 
tactical, pocket-sized design, the XL50 3x AAA LED Flashlight features a push-button tailcap switch 
for MULTI-MODE, with QuickClik function, and is constructed of high-strength aluminum alloy 
tough enough to to last a lifetime. So if you like outdoor activities like, 

 
MULTIMODE: 

1.MAX brightness power, with one (1) QuickClik2. (LOW) 25% brightness power for night 
reading or extended emergency, with two (2) QuickCliks3. EMERGENCY STROBE, with three (3) 
QuickCliks(All modes turn off with ONE CLICK) 

 

3. Technical Specifications:  

- Back cover push button for MULTI-MODE, with QuickClik function.- Waterproof: Yes, IPx4- 

Drop resistance: 1 meter- Light source: LED, with next generation MAG-LED technology for a 

whole new level of brightness - Lumens: 200- Beam Distance: 224 meters- Peak Beam Intensity: 

12533 cd- High Runtime: 6h 45min- Low Runtime: 25hrs- Eco Runtime: -- Power Management: 

Yes , dynamic- Battery type: 3 3 ΑAA alkaline- Rechargeable flashlight: No 

- Head diameter: 25.4 mm- Barrel diameter: 25.4 mm 

- Length: 121.92 mm- Packaging: Blister- Color: Black- Warranty: TEN (10) YEARS LIMITED 

WARRANTY * 

 

4. Product Images. 



 

 

 

 

NOTE:  
1. This technical specification is for reference only, it is subject to change or update without prior notice. 
2. These specifications and images are for illustration purposes only, they do not imply any preference, 
definition, guarantee, property or obligation.  
3. The use of this information by any person, company and/or entity is at their own risk.  
4. We disclaim any liability for its use. 
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